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NOTE: It requires an Internet connection. Controlling certain devices and features requires a compatible smart device. Controlling 
devices such as home appliances requires compatible smart plugs, devices and/or switches. Subscriptions may be required, and 
additional terms, conditions and/or charges may apply; they don’t depend on AVE S.p.A. AVE S.p.A. declines any responsibility 

regarding the internet connection because service’s supply isn’t its competence. AVE S.p.A. disclaims any responsibility related to the 
incorrect use of the AVE Cloud and AVE Connect services. We recommend to contact a professional in order to achieve a perfectly done 

system’s configuration. 
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AVE DOMINA Smart: now home automation, anti-intrusion 
and video intercom merge in a single integrated IoT system 

 
DOMINA Smart is the AVE solution for home automation that combines the 

best of anti-intrusion and video intercom with remote control and voice 
commands: all in one system. 

 
More integration among the systems, more supervision tools, more interactivity to create a 
cutting-edge smart home, suitable for every technological need. It’s with these assumptions 
that DOMINA Smart is born: the new integrated IoT ready platform that concentrates all the 
AVE technological systems. Home automation, anti-intrusion and video intercom interact 
with each other, expanding both the system possibilities and, consequently, the opportunities 
of the installers who can meet every request of the end users now, relying on a single wide 
integrated system, that is quick to install, simple to manage and to propose; a complete 
system to create a last generation smart home with: 
 
•! Remote controls. DOMINA Smart has designed to be flexible, but also user friendly. 

Thanks to the AVE Cloud app, it’s very easy to manage every automation, even when you 
are away from home. There’s more: you can also control the anti-intrusion. Everything 
from a single app, that is already available for iOS and Android devices. AVE Cloud also 
offers the ability to create scenarios using smartphone and customize them according to 
where you are (geo-localized scenarios). 
 

•! Voice commands. DOMINA Smart is compatible with the main Voice Assistants and allows 
you to manage through voice all the home automation functions (such as lights, 
temperature, shutters, sound diffusion, ventilation, irrigation, ...), scenarios, routines and 
the entire IoT ecosystem that can potentially be created in the home. 

 
DOMINA Smart is the ideal solution to protect your home to the fullest. In the event of water 
leak (or gas leak), the system sends a notification on the touch screens and via app, and 
secures the room interrupting the supply of water and electricity (or blocking the gas supply). 
Even if smoke is detected, the AVE system immediately notifies the alarm to supervisors, via 
smartphone and - if required - to the authorities. 
 
Recently expanded through the new smart IoT central units, the DOMINA Smart Anti-
intrusion range integrates with home automation to increase security: if an attempted theft is 
detected, the alarms are notified on touch screens and smartphones, so you always have 
everything under control and do the necessary actions to defend the home. Furthermore, there 
is the possibility of simulating the presence of people in the house, so as to dissuade the 
thieves when you go away. Even the new anti-intrusion remote control is innovative and 
enhanced by customizable smart features (up to 6), with the possibility - in the presence of a 
home automation supervisor in the system - to recall scenarios (which can also be configured 
using the daily time programmer). 
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Another great DOMINA Smart innovation is the Video intercom range which introduces 
external and internal units, able to dialogue with AVE home automation so as to expand the 
communication possibilities. For example: if you are away from home, the system can 
intervene to forward video intercom calls via app, allowing to answer to who rang the bell. 
 
AVE revolutionizes the way of conceiving home with DOMINA Smart, a hi-tech and IoT 
ready solution for the smart home, a single integrated system for home automation, anti-
intrusion and video intercom, always connected and ready to meet all needs. 
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